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In November 1801, Lockwood rent Thrushcross Grange in Yorkshire. There

was a middle-age servant named Nelly Dean. Lockwood rents Thrushcross

Grange  from  Heathcliff.  He  stays  at  Wuthering  Heights.  Heathcliff  is  an

unfriendly man. When Lockwood visited Wuthering Heights, Heathcliff looks

unpleased. There,  Lockwood got  an accident.  He attacked by dogs there.

When Lockwood  home,  he  asked Nelly  to  tell  story  about  Heathcliff  and

Wuthering Heights. 

Then Nelly tells the story about Wuthering Heights and Thrushcross Grange.

In the past the owner of Wuthering Heights is Mr. Earnshawn. He had two

children, Hindley and Catherine. Mr. Earnshawn found Heathcliff at Liverpool

and brings him home to Wuthering Heights. Hindley dislike that, he always

did  bad think  to  Heathcliff.  Different  with  his  little  sister,  she  very  loves

Heathcliff. 

When Mr.  Earnshawn died,  all  the  property  belongs  to  Hindley.  Then  he

married with Frances. After Mr. Earnshawn died, Hindley treated Heathcliff

like a servant. One day, Heathcliff and Catherine disappeared. After a few

moments Heathcliff come without Catherine. Catherine was at Thrushcross

Grange; her foot was hurt by a dog there. The owner of Thrushcross Grange,

Mr. Linton nurses her there. Catherine accompanied by Edgar and Isabella,

Mr. Linton’s children. After five weeks, Catherine back to Wuthering Heights

with Edgar and meet Heathcliff. But when Catherine back, Heathcliff looked

unpleased. He dislikes Edgar because he jealous to him. 

In 1778, Frances gives a birth to a boy named Hareton. But a few months

later  Frances  died.  After  Frances  died,  Hindley  always  drunk.  One  day

Heathcliff disappeared and then Edgar and Catherine married. They stay at
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Thrushcross  Grange.  When  Heathcliff  back,  he  became  a  wealthy  man.

During the time, he always gambling with Hindley. Hindley always lose until

he  owe  to  Heathcliff  and  let  Heathcliff  stay  at  Wuthering  Heights.  Then

Heathcliff married Isabella. But no long after that, Isabella went to London.

After a few months, Catherine give a birth to a girl, after that she died. Edgar

give her name Catherine same as her mother. 

Six months later, Isabella gives a birth to a boy named Linton. After Isabella

died,  Linton stays with Heathcliff.  When Catherine 16 years old,  she met

Linton. Then they make love each other. Soon Edgar died and Linton married

Catherine. All property of Edgar belongs to Linton. Soon Linton died too and

the  property  belongs  to  Heathcliff.  Now,  both  Wuthering  Heights  and

Thrushcross Grange belongs to him. But soon he became crazy. Then he

died. Hareton and Catherine make love each other. Then they married in the

New Years. Then all the property belong to them and they life very happy. 
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